Abstract: This article presents an optimisation framework that uses stochastic multi-objective optimisation, combined with an Artificial Neural Network (ANN), and describes its application to the aerodynamic design of aircraft shapes. The framework uses the Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimisation (MOPSO) algorithm and the obtained results confirm that the proposed technique provides highly optimal solutions in less computational time than other approaches to the same design problem. The main idea was to focus computational effort on worthwhile design solutions rather than exploring and evaluating all possible solutions in the design space. It is shown that the number of valid solutions obtained using ANN-MOPSO compared to MOPSO for 3000 evaluations grew from 529 to 1006 (90% improvement) with a penalty of only 8.3% (11 min) in computational time. It is demonstrated that including an ANN, the ANN-MOPSO with 3000 evaluations produced a larger number of valid solutions than the MOPSO with 5500 evaluations, and in 33% less computational time (64 min). This is taken as confirmation of the potential power of ANNs when applied to this type of design problem.
Introduction
The aircraft industry gives considerable attention to computational optimisation tools in order to enhance the efficiency of the design process and product quality and performance. In reality, most real-world applications contain many complicating factors and constraints that affect system behaviour. Consequently, finding optimal solutions, or even only those viable for a given design problem, in an economical computational time is a difficult task, even with the availability of superfast computers. Thus, it is important to optimise the use of available computational resources.
Researchers in engineering design aim to address optimisation problems by balancing the efficiency of the design process against the fidelity of the numerical model. To resolve this conflict, problem approximation and function approximation techniques have been used [1] . Problem approximation attempts to substitute the original problem with a less demanding computationally solvable problem. However, Piperni et al. [2] and Zhang et al. [3] have argued that the level of fidelity required of the models is mostly determined at the development stage, which the design process aims to enhance. On the other hand, the use of function approximation techniques through the use of surrogate models [4] may degrade the accuracy of the results [5] .
However, all real-world design problems require a high degree of accuracy, which is obtained only by evaluation of its real objective function, and this can be a lengthy process [5] . This problem can be severe when the number of unfeasible trial solutions are substantially more than the feasible, which is often the case in aerodynamic shape design optimisation problems [6, 7] . It is not sensible to spend a long time evaluating non-worthwhile solutions thus engineering design problems will invariably require a combined process that accelerates optimisation while retaining all the useful information of the design space. This process should produce higher optimal solutions in less computational time, but accurate solutions cannot be achieved without using the real objective function [5] .
This paper pays particular attention to the development of an optimisation framework in an industrial setting, that can be used to accelerate the optimisation search while retaining the useful information contained in the design space regarding the aerodynamic shape design problem. It reports an investigation into the application of advanced optimisation techniques to shorten the path to optimal solutions by adding Machine Learning (ML) [8] to the optimisation process. The main idea is to focus all the computational efforts on the worthwhile solutions, rather than exploring and evaluating all trial solutions in the design space [5] .
ML is a field of computer science that gives the computer the ability to "learn" without being explicitly programmed. The term machine learning was first introduced in 1959 by Arthur Samuel, one of the pioneers in the field of computer gaming and artificial intelligence [8] .
Increasingly, ML is being widely used for classification [9] , numerical prediction [10] , and pattern recognition [11] . With ML the computer can "learn" the complex and multifaceted relationships between dependent and independent variables via a "black box" (or neural net), which processes the data. Such applications have been used extensively in, for example; biology [12] , engineering [13] [14] [15] , environmental analysis [16] , information technology [17] and medicine [18] . Such applications reveal the extent to which ML has been used to boost research and development.
ML is attractive to engineers because of its remarkable characteristic of learning to process imprecise and uncertain information [9] [10] [11] . Furthermore, it is able to achieve excellent generalized solutions through the use of powerful training algorithms, which produce solutions that are reliable inside and outside the region of design space used for the training data [19] , and perform massive parallel computations, which has a significant impact on the computational time [20] . These factors have attracted researchers to the application of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) with advanced optimisation algorithms for various aircraft design problem enhancements [4, [21] [22] [23] [24] . Actually, an ANN is used mostly to model the objective functions for the design problem, where the computing of the objective function is time-consuming and computationally expensive [25, 26] . However, as stated above, it is important to remember that using surrogate models instead of the real objective functions for complex industrial problems may degrade the accuracy of the results [5] .
Regardless of the ML used, obtaining high optimality requires a deep understanding of the numerical optimisation technique, training procedure, specification of the machine in use, and full knowledge of the design problem. For that reason, researchers have investigated various traditional optimisation algorithms to obtain the best combinations of the process parameters. Although these traditional optimisation algorithms performed well in many particular cases, they did have some restrictions related to their search procedures [27] . The solutions obtained by an ANN algorithm can be far from the optimal solutions that are expected by a Decision Maker (DM) if it becomes trapped in local minimum [28] . To overcome such a problem bio-inspired algorithms which are based on natural behaviour, such as Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) algorithms [29] and Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) [30] , have been developed [31] .
Keeping in view the success of EAs [32] , ANNs had been used in many projects to construct a surrogate model to reduce the overall computational cost and to obtain greater optimality in the solutions [14, 25, [32] [33] [34] [35] . The PSO, for example, has a simple mechanism and is computationally inexpensive in terms of memory requirements relative to other population techniques [36, 37] , and has been implemented by many researchers in various algorithms with an ANN to model the objective function, also the PSO has been used to help with the training of ANNs [38] [39] [40] [41] . Since the PSO is based on a simple concept and is computationally inexpensive, many researchers have extended the algorithm to handle multi-objective optimisation problems [7, 37, 42] . In [5] , the authors extensively reviewed PSO algorithms used to evolve ANNs.
A review of published work found only one publication where the neural network was used to guide the optimisation algorithm in order to reduce the computational time (this concerned an airfoil optimisation problem) by deciding whether the trial solution was worthy of full evaluation or not, rather than using the neural network to model the objective function [5] . In view of the limited research in this area, the present paper reports an investigation that demonstrates the efficiency that can be obtained by using an ANN to guide the optimisation search by deciding whether a trial solution was worthy of full evaluation or not, as applied to aerodynamic shape design optimisation for the Aegis Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). This was a design problem in which the wing and tail design variables were used simultaneously to obtain a set of optimal solutions for the Aegis UAV under continuous training of the ANN. In [43, 44] , the authors reported developing a strategy that used non-interactive and interactive techniques, respectively, to formulate the design problem and improve the optimisation speed. To deliver a sufficient level of fidelity to the DM at very fast computational times, the low fidelity flow solver Athena Vortex Lattice (AVL) was used to capture the physics of the problem [45] [46] [47] [48] . Improving the ability of the developed method to accelerate the search while retaining all the useful information in the design space was the main area of work. However, we have shown in [44] that we could miss some important information contained in the design space, since the interactive method starts to focus on certain areas early in the search. Moreover, the DM does not always succeed in guiding the search to the region of interest because of the stochastic characteristics of the algorithm. To overcome these problems, an ANN is used to increase the performance of the optimisation.
The results obtained showed the success of the ANN in recognising non-valid solutions. The solver avoided wasting computational efforts on non-worthwhile solutions and so the optimisation process provided solutions that are more valid in almost the same computational time. In addition, the research has made a significant contribution by comparing solving the problem by interactive and non-interactive optimisation approaches [44] . It should be noted that the results obtained here are compared to results previously published by the authors [44] .
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the methodology framework is explained. In Section 3, various training processes and other issues regarding the ANN are described. Problem architecture, related work and design of experiments are described in Section 4. Section 5 describes the optimisation results, data visualisation, and analysis for the optimum compromise solutions. Conclusions are given in Section 6. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed ANN framework for the aerodynamic shape design optimisation of the Aegis UAV, obtained by continuous live training and a certain level of scepticism. The scepticism parameter demonstrates the level of doubt towards the invalid solutions that result from the ANN. The learning machine framework consists of three main parts: The Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimisation (MOPSO) algorithm, Interface-AVL [43] , and the ANN [49] . The optimiser algorithm used in this work was developed and tested by Coello Coello [36, 50] to handle multi-objective optimisation design problems, and was inspired by [29] . The majority of MOPSO algorithms share the same basic approach: a swarm of a certain number will be initialized randomly and that number will remain constant until the end of the run. Unlike other proposals of MOPSO, the Coello Coello algorithm has been validated by using several test functions taken from the literature to evaluate multi-objective optimisation. The ANN is used here as a fast approximation evaluator to decide whether the trial solution by the optimiser (MOPSO) is worth full evaluation or not [5] . The flow solver used to evaluate worthwhile solutions is the Athena Vortex Lattice (AVL) [51, 52] . Many codes utilize Vortex Lattice Method (VLM) for aerodynamic characteristics calculations, but AVL is the most well-known and provides the most accurate and efficient results when compared with other aerodynamic analysis software employing the same method [45] [46] [47] [48] 52] . In addition, AVL code is easy to use and capable of manipulating a large number of design parameters within a short computational time and limited cost. It has the capability to simulate many surfaces at the same time, i.e., the wing downwash effect on the tail, and fuselage wing-tail effect, and to simulate complicated configurations. AVL is most appropriate for UAV configurations, which are comprised of thin lifting surfaces with a small angle of attack [51] . To continuously read the new design variables and then construct the required files for the AVL code, the Interface-AVL code was developed for automatic reading and filing [43] . However, only the solutions signalled by the ANN as valid are modelled for evaluation. Since the AVL code is capable of evaluating only inviscid drag, empirical formulas, commonly called "build-up technique" are used to evaluate zero lift drag. The majority of the equations used in this technique are based on data gathered from flight tests and wind tunnel experiments [53] . To integrate the Interface-AVL with the ANN-MOPSO framework [5] , the framework was amended following Tilocca [54] . It was used effectively to define the structure of the input file required by the Interface-AVL. Once the required input files were prepared, the experiment was starting by typing a command in the command line. It was permitted to select the number of particles (swarm), number of iterations, training procedure, and scepticism percentage. and to simulate complicated configurations. AVL is most appropriate for UAV configurations, which are comprised of thin lifting surfaces with a small angle of attack [51] . To continuously read the new design variables and then construct the required files for the AVL code, the Interface-AVL code was developed for automatic reading and filing [43] . However, only the solutions signalled by the ANN as valid are modelled for evaluation. Since the AVL code is capable of evaluating only inviscid drag, empirical formulas, commonly called "build-up technique" are used to evaluate zero lift drag. The majority of the equations used in this technique are based on data gathered from flight tests and wind tunnel experiments [53] . To integrate the Interface-AVL with the ANN-MOPSO framework [5] , the framework was amended following Tilocca [54] . It was used effectively to define the structure of the input file required by the Interface-AVL. Once the required input files were prepared, the experiment was starting by typing a command in the command line. It was permitted to select the number of particles (swarm), number of iterations, training procedure, and scepticism percentage.
Materials and Methods
. When using a continuous live training approach for the ANN, the trial solutions suggested by the optimiser will be classified by the ANN as valid or invalid. The continuous live training of the ANN was performed in parallel with the evaluation of the objective function by the Interface-AVL. With live training, as used in this work, the training data were gathered and archived by the optimiser while the run was in progress. The minimum size of the training set to be provided for the ANN before starting classification was defined as 500. Then, as the run continued, the ANN classified the trial solutions as valid or invalid. If the ANN classified a trial solution as valid, the corresponding objective function was calculated. When the trial solutions were classified as invalid by the ANN, two different actions were performed. First, 15% (scepticism level) of the invalid particles were treated as a valid particles and sent by the MOPSO to the Interface-AVL to be evaluated. The second action was the recalculations of position and velocity for the other invalid particles which were sent back to the ANN for testing before evaluation. By doing this, the computational time was used only for evaluating the trial solutions accepted by the ANN, whereas the solutions rejected by the ANN wee regenerated by the optimiser as new trial solutions with new velocities and positions. More details about various training processes and other issues regarding the ANN that had a significant effect on the optimisation performance can be found in Section 3.
Overview of the Artificial Neural Network
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This work used the ANN as described in [5] , and which ran in parallel with the MOPSO. It was an ANN with multilayer perceptron composed of 100 hidden neural layers, each with 10 hidden nodes. The code was originally written in C++, which used the C++ library to help with the computationally intensive tasks [49] . However, to simplify the development of the tool, the interfacing layers were written in Python. Most developments for the tool were for Python script layers, to avoid the core layer which is written in C++ [55] . Python is one of the most popular high-level languages, it contains a wide-ranging library that can be used in machine learning, data mining, and other scientific applications [56] . The ANN remains under active development by the authors, as many researchers have been able to improve this tool by adding new functions to suit their work [55] .
For the learning process, the ANN used a limited memory Broyden Fletcher Goldfarb Shanno (L-BFGS) algorithm [5] . This is a straightforward self-optimisation method than can accelerate the pre-training process using a line search method. The L-BFGS algorithm used parallelism for computing the gradients on Central Processing Units (CPUs), Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), and computer clusters [57] . Generally, L-BFGS methods do not require manual tuning for the optimiser parameters to find a good convergence rate and so are considered stable and easy to use for training purposes.
Training of the ANN
The capability of the ANN to learn from a set of data that expresses model behaviour is one of its most useful features. Once the ANN has learned the existing relationship between input and output, it can generalise a solution which, in our case, means that the ANN can decide whether the trial solution by the optimiser (MOPSO) is worthy of full evaluation or not.
Various training processes and other issues regarding the ANN that have a significant effect on the optimisation performance are discussed below.
Initial Training Versus Live Training
Initial training means that the ANN will be trained from existing data. The archive should be prepared in advance so it can be used from an early stage of the optimisation. Using a well-distributed training archive can lead to bad particles being discerned very early, but compiling such a training archive is not always easy and is often expensive, especially for complex industrial problems. In contrast, with live training, as used in this work, the training data can be gathered and archived by the optimiser during the run in progress. When using live training, the decision must be made whether to use single or continuous training.
Continuous Training Versus Single Training
When doing live training, a consideration that has a significant influence on the optimisation performance is whether to spend all the optimisation time for retraining the ANN or to be satisfied with a shorter period of training and then use this archive of trained data to guide the optimisation until the end. Rawlins et al. [5] argued that time used to train the ANN after each iteration is negligible when compared to the time required for the evaluation of the objective function for the problem. However, continuous training may lead to overtraining that may not provide any further improvement in the predictive ability of an ANN. Thus, it is desirable, if possible, to stop training once an acceptable size for the training archive has been reached.
Real-world problems and especially aerodynamic shape optimisation problems are highly constrained, and that is reflected in their being difficult to solve [6, 7] . Thus, aerodynamic shape optimisation usually has many more invalid solutions than valid. For such design problems, using machine learning with continuous training is more efficient than using single training, especially with the knowledge that the time used to train the ANN after each iteration in continuous training is negligible when it is compared to the cost of solving the objective functions [5] .
Size of the Training Set
The definition of the initial training set depends on the training approach adopted by the optimiser. If the training uses a pre-existing archive, the initial training set is the size of sample data drawn from the archive to train the ANN. On the other hand, for single live training, it is the acceptable size of the training set acquired by the optimiser.
In contrast, the size of the training set in the case of continuous training is considered to be the minimum size from the training archive necessary as a reliable source for training. In this research, the minimum size of the training set to be gained by the ANN before commencing classification is defined as 500, see Section 4.4.
Level of Scepticism
The level of scepticism represents the level of suspicion that we have towards the particles that have been classified as invalid by the ANN. It depends mainly on the size of the archive and whether the training is single or continuous. For this work, 15% was selected, which is appropriate when using a large training set or continuous training approach (to avoid overtraining) [5] .
Problem Architecture
This section presents the Aegis UAV case study and conditions to be analysed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology. The existing Aegis UAV platform was used with the motivation of developing an approach that can be used for any aircraft, to provide support during the development of the methodology using the available database.
The existing aerodynamic and mass data for the Aegis UAV platform presently in the Aerospace Integration Research Center (AIRC) Laboratory at Cranfield University was used as a continuous feedback to assist in developing the current methodology. The previously obtained in-flight data were computed using the Engineering Sciences Data Unit (ESDU) [58] .
Problem Definition
The efficiency and reliability of the proposed methodology have been demonstrated through the aerodynamic shape design optimisation of the Aegis UAV by including wing and tail design variables simultaneously. Figure 2 shows the Aegis UAV configuration with a U-tail shape, where b w is the wingspan, Cw is the wing chord, bht and Cht are the horizontal tail span and horizontal tail chord, respectively, bvt is the vertical tail span, ac is the aerodynamic center, Ct_vt and Cr_vt are the vertical tail tip and the vertical tail root, respectively.
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Problem Definition
The efficiency and reliability of the proposed methodology have been demonstrated through the aerodynamic shape design optimisation of the Aegis UAV by including wing and tail design variables simultaneously. Figure 2 shows the Aegis UAV configuration with a U-tail shape, where b is the wingspan, Cw is the wing chord, bht and Cht are the horizontal tail span and horizontal tail chord, respectively, bvt is the vertical tail span, ac is the aerodynamic center, Ct_vt and Cr_vt are the vertical tail tip and the vertical tail root, respectively. The base values of the design variables shown in Figure 2 , with their upper and lower bounds, are listed in Table 1 . The base values of the design variables shown in Figure 2 , with their upper and lower bounds, are listed in Table 1 . The Aegis UAV is still under development by a team from Cranfield University as part of the ATHENA project [58, 59] . Formulation of the design problem, defining the design space and the objective functions was done in [43] . Two different objectives were included, to minimise both the endurance ratio −C 1.5 L /C D [60] [61] [62] and structural mass (UAV mass), subject to a lift coefficient constant (C L ∝=0 = 0.3044) at cruise speed equal of 43.60 m/s (Mach number around 0.13). For level flight this is a single point optimisation problem. Ideally, the design process invariably starts with a shape to satisfy the aerodynamic constraints, and this is followed by adapting the shape to meet the requirements of the other disciplines [63] .
The endurance ratio will be optimised using suitable flight conditions (only velocity will be varied) and the design variables [60] [61] [62] . The optimiser is seeking to minimize the drag coefficient (C D ) by varying the shape design variables, subject to C L = C * L . The C * L is the base design lift coefficient. The total mass of the UAV is the sum of the masses of all the subsystems, including the frame structure, propulsion system and payloads, and is parameterized in terms of aircraft wing, boom, and tail design variables. The operational altitude for the UAV is around 2000 m. Based on the wing chord (Cw) the Reynolds number is around 1.5 × 10 6 .
Formulation of the Optimisation Problem
We performed an optimisation in which wing-tail design variables were used simultaneously to optimise the Aegis UAV with the U-tail shape. Nine design variables were used to optimise the Aegis UAV with U-tail shape; wing span (b w ), wing root (C r_w ), wing taper ratio (λ w ), horizontal tail volume (V ht ), vertical tail volume (V vt ), tail arm (L t ), horizontal tail aspect ratio (AR ht ), vertical tail aspect ratio (AR vt ), and vertical tail taper ratio (λ vt ), see Table 1 . The formulation of the design problem was as follows:
Here, f(x) is the scalar objective function, x is the vector of n components, x l and x u are the lower and upper bounds on each of the design variables, respectively, V st and V max are the optimised UAV stall and maximum velocity, respectively, V * st and V * max are the base design stall and maximum velocity, respectively, Cm is the pitching moment coefficient, bht is the horizontal tail span, Ct_vt is the vertical tail tip, Cm α is a pitching moment slip, Cl b and Cn b are the variation of rolling and yawing force coefficient with sideslip angle, respectively, Cm q is a variation of pitching moment coefficient with pitch rate, and Cn r is the variation of yawing force coefficient with yaw rate. The design variables were subject to the base design pitching moment (Cm * ).
Related Work
The Aegis UAV design case reported in this paper was obtained by means of automated optimisation using the Nimrod/O tool [64] [65] [66] for the Aegis UAV with two tail configurations; U-tail and inverted V-tail. This enabled the designer to manipulate various combination of the design variables and better understand different design scenarios [43, 44] . The optimisation was performed using the Multi-Objective Tabu Search (MOTS) algorithm [67] [68] [69] , chosen for its suitability for this type of complex aerodynamic design problem [68, 70, 71] . However, for confirmation, the authors used optimisation results for this design case to be compared with the leading multi-objective Genetic Algorithmic (GA), NSGA-II. Comparison supports the effectiveness of using the MOTS algorithm in such a design problem (see Appendix A). This was achieved using the High-Performance Computer (HPC) at Cranfield University [72] . Since the objective of the research is modelling and aerodynamic design optimisation of the Aegis UAV at the initial stage of design, the flow solver Athena Vortex Lattice (AVL) was used to capture the relevant physical aspects of the problem. High fidelity codes can be used, if required [2, 73] .
Once a better understanding of the design problem was obtained, the work focused on making the optimisation process faster by using the interactive optimisation described in [44] . The interactive framework used Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimisation (MOPSO) algorithm which has been found to be suitable for this type of design problem [7, 37, 42] .
Design and Setting of the Experiments
In order to perform fair comparisons, the same design variables and their bounds were used; i.e., the same parameters that were used to define the design optimisation problem in the case of interactive optimisation, and the posterior approach [44] . The ANN-MOPSO-AVL interactive framework was installed on a personal computer with i7-6700 CPU processor. Table 1 shows the design variables and their upper and lower bounds used to define the information required by the flow solver.
Once the input file was prepared as explained above, the experiment was initiated by typing a command into the command line. In all experiments, the algorithm allowed for 5500 and 3000 objective function evaluations. For the 5500 evaluations, 110 iterations with 50 particles were utilized, and for the 3000 evaluations, 100 iterations with 30 particles. Those are the same parameters used by the experiment in case of the interactive optimisation, which obtained by executing several runs using various combination of iterations and particles. That was very necessary to obtain an assessment of an efficient number of particles and iterations in each run. The continuous live training approach was used for the ANN, and the trial solutions suggested by the optimiser were classified as valid or invalid, as explained in Section 2. Several experiments were performed using training sets of 300, 400 and 500. It can be seen from Figure 3 , that a set size of 500 provided significantly better results and it was decided that the minimum training set size for the ANN before starting classification would be 500. Rawlins et al. [5] have stated that the time consumed by the continuous training of the ANN after each iteration is negligible when compared to the cost of the objective functions. This study carried out several experiments to test this observation by comparing single and continuous training, and the results obtained confirmed Rawlins' findings. The results showed that continuous training is the better approach for the aerodynamic shape design optimisation problem, see Figure 4 . Table 2 summarises the final parameters used in this study. Rawlins et al. [5] have stated that the time consumed by the continuous training of the ANN after each iteration is negligible when compared to the cost of the objective functions. This study carried out several experiments to test this observation by comparing single and continuous training, and the results obtained confirmed Rawlins' findings. The results showed that continuous training is the better approach for the aerodynamic shape design optimisation problem, see Figure 4 . Table 2 summarises the final parameters used in this study. Rawlins et al. [5] have stated that the time consumed by the continuous training of the ANN after each iteration is negligible when compared to the cost of the objective functions. This study carried out several experiments to test this observation by comparing single and continuous training, and the results obtained confirmed Rawlins' findings. The results showed that continuous training is the better approach for the aerodynamic shape design optimisation problem, see Figure 4 . Table 2 summarises the final parameters used in this study. 
Results, Observations and Discussion
To demonstrate the efficiency and benefit of using the ANN, it was compared to non-interactive and interactive approaches. Figure 5 compares the optimisation results obtained using MOTS and MOPSO for 5500 evaluations with Interactive-Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimisation (I-MOPSO) for 3000 evaluations in [44] . It is evident that the DM using only 3000 evaluations was able to guide the optimisation process to within the Region of Interest (ROI). 
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Since the ANN is used to guide the optimisation algorithm by detecting invalid particles, it is of interest to display the differences between valid and invalid particles for each approach. Table 3 confirms that the ANN was a significant tool for spotting invalid particles. The results justify the use of an ANN since the DM would have more particles that are valid for almost the same computational time. For example, adding the ANN to MOPSO increased the number of valid particles from 988 to 2238 for 5500 evaluations, and from 529 to 1006 for 3000 evaluations. It is evident that the ANN is an effective, fast evaluator for deciding if a trial solution passed by the optimiser is worth evaluating or not. Using the ANN-MOPSO improved the number of the valid particles by 126% and 90% compared to the MOPSO alone, but incurring a penalty of 8.0% and 8.3% in computational time, respectively for the 5500 and 3000 evaluations. This time penalty is a small proportion of the time required to evaluate the trial solutions. The difference in computational times is the penalty for using an ANN to classify whether a trial solution is valid or not, for the evaluation and regeneration of new particles by the optimiser. Another finding that demonstrated the efficiency obtained by using the ANN, was that the ANN-MOPSO for 3000 evaluations obtained a higher number of valid particles compared to the MOPSO for 5500 evaluations with significantly less computational time (a 33% reduction-64 min). The number of valid particles was 1006 out of 3000 evaluations obtained using the ANN-MOPSO. In contrast, the number of valid particles was only 988 out of 5500 evaluations when the MOPSO algorithm was used alone. This is a strong indication of the effect of using the ANN for such design problems.
Data Visualisation and Analysis Using Parallel Coordinates
The Parallel Coordinates (PC) visualisation is a unique tool in the sense that it allows the DM to examine large quantities of data at a glance and quickly focus on the existing correlation, while simultaneously analysing individual measures to derive meaningful insights against the whole. By having a simple glance into the data, the optimisation cases that were able to obtain solutions within the region of interest for the DM are very noticeable. Several visualization techniques are available in the literature [74] [75] [76] , however PC is the most popular [77, 78] because it is easy to use and enables the DM to perform tasks interactively and efficiently. One of the earliest reports of work done using PC as a static user interface is in [79] . Visualization of the population in a high-dimensional objective space presented significant information allowing the DM to trade-off between objectives, assessing the quality of the Pareto front, and helping the DM to express his/her preferences [80] . Figure 10 uses Parallel Coordinates to present and analyse the results for the ANN-MOPSO 3000 evaluations, and highly optimal compromise solutions were obtained. The solution obtained using the ANN-MOPSO 5500 evaluations provided an even better compromise for the objective function.
One of the early observations, when visualising the data using parallel coordinate, were the strong correlations obtained when the ANN was used to guide the optimisation process. Study and analysis of these trends revealed correlations between the design variables and objective functions, see Figure 11 . It brought to light meaningful multivariate patterns and comparisons that helped when used interactively by the DM for analysis and design preferences. Particularly, it helped with identifying which of the design variables, or combination of design variables, particularly participated in obtaining optimal objective functions, i.e., it brought to the attention of the DM more than one design option that could be suitable for the next stage of the design process. For example, highly optimal solutions for the Aegis UAV were achieved by using almost the maximum value for each of the wing span, horizontal tail volume, and tail arm. Whereas, the wing chord, wing taper ratio, vertical tail volume, horizontal tail aspect ratio and vertical tail aspect ratio should take values around 0.59 m, 0.67, 0.02, 3.6, and 1.5, respectively. One of the early observations, when visualising the data using parallel coordinate, were the strong correlations obtained when the ANN was used to guide the optimisation process. Study and analysis of these trends revealed correlations between the design variables and objective functions, see Figure 11 . It brought to light meaningful multivariate patterns and comparisons that helped when used interactively by the DM for analysis and design preferences. Particularly, it helped with identifying which of the design variables, or combination of design variables, particularly participated in obtaining optimal objective functions, i.e., it brought to the attention of the DM more than one design option that could be suitable for the next stage of the design process. For example, highly optimal solutions for the Aegis UAV were achieved by using almost the maximum value for each of the wing span, horizontal tail volume, and tail arm. Whereas, the wing chord, wing taper ratio, vertical tail volume, horizontal tail aspect ratio and vertical tail aspect ratio should take values around 0.59 m, 0.67, 0.02, 3.6, and 1.5, respectively. One of the early observations, when visualising the data using parallel coordinate, were the strong correlations obtained when the ANN was used to guide the optimisation process. Study and analysis of these trends revealed correlations between the design variables and objective functions, see Figure 11 . It brought to light meaningful multivariate patterns and comparisons that helped when used interactively by the DM for analysis and design preferences. Particularly, it helped with identifying which of the design variables, or combination of design variables, particularly participated in obtaining optimal objective functions, i.e., it brought to the attention of the DM more than one design option that could be suitable for the next stage of the design process. For example, highly optimal solutions for the Aegis UAV were achieved by using almost the maximum value for each of the wing span, horizontal tail volume, and tail arm. Whereas, the wing chord, wing taper ratio, vertical tail volume, horizontal tail aspect ratio and vertical tail aspect ratio should take values around 0.59 m, 0.67, 0.02, 3.6, and 1.5, respectively. In fact, the optimisation is a complicated process where the optimiser is "playing" with nine design variables, seeking to obtain a set of optimal UAV configurations that satisfies both of the objectives but where, as described earlier, the objectives have conflicting requirements regarding the values of the design variables. Figure 12 compares solutions obtained for 5500 evaluations using the ANN-MOPSO, MOTS and I-MOPSO algorithms. The solutions obtained using ANN-MOPSO provide the greatest improvement in the endurance ratio, but part of the solution gave less reduction of mass. It is obvious that the ANN solutions significantly minimised the drag by selecting lower wing taper ratio and a higher wingspan. On the other hand, the MOTS and I-MOPSO solutions selected lower values for the wing root chord, vertical tail taper ratio and slightly higher horizontal tail aspect ratio, which resulted in a greater reduction in the mass. However, all solutions satisfied the design requirements, and offer different options for the designer in the next stage. Thus, some design variables can be considered as key for the designer to obtain the required final solution.
solutions significantly minimised the drag by selecting lower wing taper ratio and a higher wingspan. On the other hand, the MOTS and I-MOPSO solutions selected lower values for the wing root chord, vertical tail taper ratio and slightly higher horizontal tail aspect ratio, which resulted in a greater reduction in the mass. However, all solutions satisfied the design requirements, and offer different options for the designer in the next stage. Thus, some design variables can be considered as key for the designer to obtain the required final solution. High optimality solutions for the multi-objective optimisation design problem can be achieved using various combinations of the design variables. Note: some design variable can be considered as major whereas others are important in obtaining further improvements.
The patterns and correlations obtained using the ANN have an identical trend to the trend achieved by the DM when performing optimisation interactively. Figure 13 compares trends achieved using ANN-MOPSO and I-MOPSO for 5500 evaluations. The similarity in the trends is obvious. These observations highlight the effect of performing optimisation interactively. The correlations achieved by the DM to drive the results are similar to the correlations learned by the ANN to obtain highly optimal solutions. High optimality solutions for the multi-objective optimisation design problem can be achieved using various combinations of the design variables. Note: some design variable can be considered as major whereas others are important in obtaining further improvements.
The patterns and correlations obtained using the ANN have an identical trend to the trend achieved by the DM when performing optimisation interactively. Figure 13 compares trends achieved using ANN-MOPSO and I-MOPSO for 5500 evaluations. The similarity in the trends is obvious. These observations highlight the effect of performing optimisation interactively. The correlations achieved by the DM to drive the results are similar to the correlations learned by the ANN to obtain highly optimal solutions. 
Detailed Study for Selected Solutions
In order to demonstrate the quality of the non-dominated solutions obtained under ANN guidance, a single compromise solution was selected for further simulations. Figure 14 compares optimal compromise solutions obtained using ANN-MOPSO for 5500 and 3000 evaluations, with MOTS and MOPSO for 5500 evaluations, and with the base design. The variations of non-dominated solutions with respect to the objective functions are obvious, giving the DM a deeper insight into the Figure 13 . Comparison of the trends achieved using ANN-MOPSO and I-MOPSO for 5500 evaluations. The patterns and correlations obtained using ANN have an identical trend to that achieved by the DM when guiding optimisation interactively.
In order to demonstrate the quality of the non-dominated solutions obtained under ANN guidance, a single compromise solution was selected for further simulations. Figure 14 compares optimal compromise solutions obtained using ANN-MOPSO for 5500 and 3000 evaluations, with MOTS and MOPSO for 5500 evaluations, and with the base design. The variations of non-dominated solutions with respect to the objective functions are obvious, giving the DM a deeper insight into the design problem to assist with trade-off. Figure 13 . Comparison of the trends achieved using ANN-MOPSO and I-MOPSO for 5500 evaluations. The patterns and correlations obtained using ANN have an identical trend to that achieved by the DM when guiding optimisation interactively.
In order to demonstrate the quality of the non-dominated solutions obtained under ANN guidance, a single compromise solution was selected for further simulations. Figure 14 compares optimal compromise solutions obtained using ANN-MOPSO for 5500 and 3000 evaluations, with MOTS and MOPSO for 5500 evaluations, and with the base design. The variations of non-dominated solutions with respect to the objective functions are obvious, giving the DM a deeper insight into the design problem to assist with trade-off. It is obvious that all the compromise solutions are within the ROI. The compromise solution P5 has the best improvements in both of the objectives compared to the compromise solutions P4 and P1. On the other hand, the compromise solution P4 has better improvement in endurance ratio than P1, but slightly less reduction in mass. However, it must be borne in mind that the compromise It is obvious that all the compromise solutions are within the ROI. The compromise solution P5 has the best improvements in both of the objectives compared to the compromise solutions P4 and P1. On the other hand, the compromise solution P4 has better improvement in endurance ratio than P1, but slightly less reduction in mass. However, it must be borne in mind that the compromise solution P4 was obtained after only 3000 evaluations whereas the compromise solutions P5 and P1 were obtained after 5500 evaluations.
The compromise solution P4 has an endurance ratio of 5.98% higher than that for the base design with 0.55% reduction in mass, whereas the endurance ratio for the compromise solutions P5 and P1 improved by 6.14% and 5.83% with 0.97% and 0.91% reduction in total mass, respectively compared to base design. The drag decreased from 264.3 counts at level flight (for the base design) to 249.3 counts, 249.5 counts, and 249.8 counts, respectively for P5, P4, and P1. Detailed comparison shows that P5 and P4 are 0.52 and 0.36 drag counts lower than P1, respectively. Thus, P5 has the lowest drag value, and P4 has the second lowest drag value, regardless of increasing the number of evaluations.
The drag reduction for the ANN-MOPSO-3000 optimal compromise solution was gained with a decrease in the negative pitching moment when compared to base design and P1, which has a slightly positive effect on release the aircraft from drag increments at trimming, see Figure 15 . From these results, we conclude that using an ANN to guide the optimisation by identifying invalid particles is a strong approach. Using only around half of the evaluations (P4), the ANN was able to obtain better results than those obtained using MOPSO and MOTS for 5500 evaluations. The success was due to its ability to better identify invalid particles and hence provide more valid particles in the same computational time.
positive effect on release the aircraft from drag increments at trimming, see Figure 15 . From these results, we conclude that using an ANN to guide the optimisation by identifying invalid particles is a strong approach. Using only around half of the evaluations (P4), the ANN was able to obtain better results than those obtained using MOPSO and MOTS for 5500 evaluations. The success was due to its ability to better identify invalid particles and hence provide more valid particles in the same computational time. Further investigation is continuing, performing aerodynamic simulations for each of the above configurations as a function of various angles of attack (AOA). Actually, we are most interested in the configuration optimised using the ANN with 3000 evaluations, however the configuration optimised using the ANN with 5500 evaluation is also included. Figure 16 shows a comparison of the aerodynamic characteristics of the selected configurations. It is observed that all the configurations show the same trends. However, as angle of attack increases there will be a positive deviation in lift coefficient, compared to the base design values in the all optimised configurations. Furthermore, the configurations optimised by the guidance of the ANN have a slightly better lift to drag ratio than P1 (optimised using MOTS). On the other hand, there is noticeable variation in stability characteristics for the all optimised configurations even though they satisfy all the design constraints. This behaviour is strongly demonstrated by the dimensions of the optimised configurations. A quick glance at the optimised configurations shows that the optimised configurations had wings with almost the same dimensions whereas there are noticeable differences in the tail dimensions.
It is obvious that the optimiser has reached a stage where no more space is available in the wing design variables to improve the objectives by making changes to the wing planform, whereas there is still more space to play with tail components. Further investigation is continuing, performing aerodynamic simulations for each of the above configurations as a function of various angles of attack (AOA). Actually, we are most interested in the configuration optimised using the ANN with 3000 evaluations, however the configuration optimised using the ANN with 5500 evaluation is also included. Figure 16 shows a comparison of the aerodynamic characteristics of the selected configurations. It is observed that all the configurations show the same trends. However, as angle of attack increases there will be a positive deviation in lift coefficient, compared to the base design values in the all optimised configurations. Furthermore, the configurations optimised by the guidance of the ANN have a slightly better lift to drag ratio than P1 (optimised using MOTS). On the other hand, there is noticeable variation in stability characteristics for the all optimised configurations even though they satisfy all the design constraints. This behaviour is strongly demonstrated by the dimensions of the optimised configurations. A quick glance at the optimised configurations shows that the optimised configurations had wings with almost the same dimensions whereas there are noticeable differences in the tail dimensions. 
Conclusions
This study presents the use of an ANN to aid in optimisation of a multi-objective design problem in order to reduce the workload on the designer by achieving effective solutions. The ANN is used here as a fast approximate evaluator to decide whether the trial solution by the optimiser is worth a full evaluation or not. It was considered proof that the aerodynamic shape optimisation problem is highly constrained and that there are many more invalid solutions than valid. It is not sensible to spend a long time evaluating the non-worthwhile solutions.
The study of the optimisation results showed the success of the ANN in increasing the number of worthwhile particles efficiently. The number of valid particles grew from 988 to 2238 (126%) and from 529 to 1006 (90%), respectively for 5500 and 3000 evaluations using ANN-MOPSO. In addition, the results showed that continuous training is a better approach for the aerodynamic shape design optimisation problem. It is proven that the time used to train the ANN and then identify the invalid particles is small compared to the time for the evaluation of the objective functions. Furthermore, it is evident that by adopting the continuous live training approach, the ANN-MOPSO allows for smooth exploration of the search regions by updated the search continuously when it has not succeeded in improving the solutions by replacing invalid particles with valid particles in regions of interest. That means it helps overcome the drawbacks in the stochastic characteristics of the algorithm, and simultaneously makes it less likely that any important data in the design space will be missed.
The effectiveness of the algorithm is demonstrated by comparing results for the ANN-MOPSO using 3000 evaluations with MOPSO and MOTS for 5500 evaluations and I-MOPSO for 3000 evaluations, subject to the same constraints and design variables. The obtained results strongly indicate that using the ANN to guide the optimisation algorithm is effective at increasing the It is obvious that the optimiser has reached a stage where no more space is available in the wing design variables to improve the objectives by making changes to the wing planform, whereas there is still more space to play with tail components.
The effectiveness of the algorithm is demonstrated by comparing results for the ANN-MOPSO using 3000 evaluations with MOPSO and MOTS for 5500 evaluations and I-MOPSO for 3000 evaluations, subject to the same constraints and design variables. The obtained results strongly indicate that using the ANN to guide the optimisation algorithm is effective at increasing the convergence of the optimiser and obtaining highly optimal solutions. The algorithm incorporating the continuous training approach has been shown to be effective in terms of computational time and solution quality.
In order to increase the efficiency of the framework used, future work could extend and improve the ANN-MOPSO technique, by providing a standard procedure to be followed when selecting training processes and other issues required by the ANN before starting classification of the particles as either valid or invalid.
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